Summary of High Occupancy Housing Public Involvement Phases and Methods
Phase 1 – July to November 2016
Objectives: Issues and Concepts
Audience: General Public and online
1. 7 Community Café meetings - This method encourages everyone’s contribution and helps
connect the diverse perspectives on this topic. Staff had some information to share, but the real
purpose of these meetings were to stop talking “at” each other, and open all the participants up to
meaningful dialogue. Because of the importance of listening in a Community Café, staff took
reservations for them and limited the attendance to 30 people.
2. Online Café – Community Café Topics were posted to the Flagstaff Community Forum for
further public involvement.
3. 2 Open Houses – Open Houses provided the public an opportunity to become informed about the
existing conditions and research about Peer Cities, Land Use and Parking, Affordability, Property
Management, NAU Housing, Water, and Traffic.

Phase 2 – December 2016 to April 2017
Objectives: Narrow possible solutions and collaborate on the initial policies
Audience: Stakeholder representatives
1. Stakeholder interviews – A diverse group of individuals were invited to participate in stakeholder
interviews and eventually a focus group.
2. Focus Groups - Convened a focus group to evaluate potential policies and understand the
tolerance for change and risk from a diverse group of stakeholders.

Phase 3 – May 2017
Objectives: Feedback on a draft and potential alternatives
Audience: General Public and online
1. Workshop to evaluate potential goals, policies and implementation strategies. Dot exercise used
to prioritize and adjust proposals for draft plan.

Phase 4 – June to September 2017
Objectives: Feedback on a draft and potential alternatives
Audience: General Public and online
1. Distribute draft plan for 60 day public review
2. Hold office hours at both public libraries to educate interested individuals and review the plan
content.
3. One-on-one meetings by request with interested members of the public.
4. Public Workshops to evaluate potential goals, policies and implementation strategies. Break out
groups discussed main topics. Meeting notes are being prepared now.
5. Online public involvement – topics are posted to the Flagstaff Community forum for the second
month of the 60 day comment period.
6. Public meetings for updates to transect codes proposed as part of the High Occupancy Housing
Strategies begin as a separate but related process, managed by the Zoning Code Manager.
7. Board and Commission presentations and feedback. Received or will receive feedback from:
Beautification and Public Art Commission, Heritage Preservation Commission, Transportation
Commission, Bicycle Advisory Committee, Pedestrian Advisory Committee, Flagstaff Housing
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Authority, Commission on Disability Awareness, Parks and Recreation Commission, and
Sustainability Commission.

Phase 5 – October 2017 to February 2018
Objective: Review and Adopt
Audience: General Public
1. Citizen Review Session – November 8, 2017 and continued to November 30, 2017
2. Possibility to follow other decision making with commissions, if requested by the Planning and
Zoning Commission or City Council.
3. Planning and Zoning Commission Hearings
a. December 13, 2017
b. January 10, 2018
4. City Council Hearing
a. February 6, 2018 - City Council votes on all resolutions and ordinances needed to
implement the plan. Final direction from Council on how to fund/prioritize phased
sections of the implementation plan.

All the meeting notes and summaries can be found at http://azflagstaff4.civicplus.com/3463/High-Occupancy-Housing-Plan-Archive.
The following Pages include all of the public comment received during the 60 day public
review draft of the High Occupancy Housing Specific Plan.
Pages 3 though 24 show a spreadsheet of emails and comments made a public meetings and
Board and Commission work sessions, organized by topic
Pages 25 to 87 show the summary of feedback received through the Flagstaff Community
Fourm's 4 online public engagement topics. These pages include public facing and
anonymous comments.
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Comments Received During HOH Specifi Plan Public Review Period
Organization
1 Board or Commission

2 Board or Commission

3 Board or Commission

4 Board or Commission
5 Individual
Board or Commission
Board or Commission

Comment
Off campus student housing still needs accessibility.
First floor apartments in the back of commercial is a
downside for come and an upside for others.
Depending on your values about housing. Views v.
Elevator reliability.
We understand that accessibility standards add costs to
smaller buildings. Affordability is a big issue for all
residents
What percentage of students living on campus have
erasable accommodations from the housing
department.
Paghe 66 Implementation strategy 1 is hard to
understand
Allow small lifts, like in retrofits for new buildings too
1/2 mile is too far to get to transit in winter

Topic
Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility
Accessibility
Accessibility
Accessibility

There should absolutely be no overlap between
proposed Urban Activity Centers and anything in historic
downtown designated in the transect code at T3 or T4.
By encouraging increased density in these areas we
would also encourage the demolition of historic homes
Activity Centers
8 Friends of Flagstaffs Future and much needed single family homes downtown.
... in small town, it is not appropriate to draw such large
circles for Urban and Regional activity centers. The
transect map shows the kind of careful delineation we
need. within U1 and U8 for example, you have
encompassed everything from shopping and dinning
Activity Centers
9 Friends of Flagstaffs Future centers to neighborhoods with single family homes.
confused about the terms type and scale related to
activity centers (glossary and page 59)
Activity Centers
10 Board or Commission
Page 84 ‐ define scale and type with examples.
Activity Centers
11 Individual

12 Board or Commission

There is still a need to be more specific about activity
centers. The circles are not enough.

13 Individual

Old Town / New Town Activity Center (AC) concept. I
believe we need greater protections from large and
medium ‐scale high occupancy housing for our historic
neighborhoods surrounding the Downtown. (Medium is
dependent on the scale.)
Activity Centers
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14 Individual

My thought is that the Activity Centers surrounding
Downtown Flagstaff be renamed to Old Town
Neighborhood Activity Centers, this includes the AC in
the Southside. And the AC directly in the Downtown be
renamed Downtown Activity Center. Both of these AC's
have specific characteristics that should emphasize and
incentivize historic preservation and adaptive reuse of
existing buildings. And, I again emphasize, these AC's
should NOT permit large‐scale HOH uses.
Activity Centers

19 Stand Up for Flagstaff

Reduce the intensity of development in U1, U6
HOH in new town not downtown
“Old Town” / “New Town” character
Downtown AC ‐ let's see what this means
Pg 69: the statement about activity centers eludes me
no matter how many times I read it. Is it jargony,
perhaps? Everyone I've talked to glazes over at the
mention of activity centers. While I understand why you
refer to them, maybe there's a more direct way to
discuss them.

20 Individual

Finally, I think that many people are concerned about
maintaining the culture and "feel" of Flagstaff. There are
many misconceptions about density and traffic
implications as well as how new/larger buildings will
destroy this culture/feel aspect. I think the plan could
better highlight some of the potential outcomes for
supporting vibrant arts and cultural centers within the
"Activity Centers" that are cultivated with the Plan.
Activity Centers

15
16
17
18

Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes

Activity Centers
Activity Centers
Activity Centers
Activity Centers

Activity Centers

23 Workshop notes

Will prices come down if City floods with additional units Affordable housing
Cost of development and time for approvals
Affordable housing
Increase earning potential/employment good jobs as
part of affordable housing strategy
Affordable housing

24 Individual

in spite of the large number of homes that are being
sold, the home prices continue to rise. That is unusual
and seems to be directly related to the fact that it's not
mostly locals them. It's out of state investors that are
using them for rentals (and not paying local sales tax by
living and shopping here, I might add) resulting in the
higher cost of homes for the people who want to
actually live here ‐ and that genre of people is growing
increasingly thinner, as the cost of living and housing
grows astronomically higher
Affordable housing

21 Workshop notes
22 Workshop notes
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26 Individual

Combine charts on affordability, so you can see the
relationship between density and cost burdens.
Affordable housing
In addition it eliminates any possibility to provide
affordable units due to the nature of it being dormitory
style student housing.
Affordable housing

27 Individual

Goal 10: Affordable Housing ‐ I agree affordable housing
is an issue in Flagstaff but I think there should be
incentives for new developments to make contributions,
not requirements. In theory HOH should provide more
places for students to live which then frees up rental
properties for families and other non‐students. It is
already very expensive to develop in Flagstaff so I
disagree with more requirements.
Affordable housing

28 Board or Commission

Page 71, Implementation Strategy #5: Architectural
design guidelines adjustment are the big thing to do.
Need more details on how to adjust them. These are
crucial. Look at page 14 for ideas.

25 Board or Commission

29 Individual
30 Workshop notes

Architecture

I also wonder why the designs have no interesting or
compatible style. I see fake brick and stone facades and
those "crown molding" style roof edge designs. Is this
how architects imagine a good design fit for Flagstaff ? Architecture
Like breaking up a block and making it walkable and
bikeable
Blocks/Alleys
Want more [development] SE of NAU ‐ Create grid there
Blocks/Alleys

31 Workshop notes

34 Individual

Why is breaking up blocks not for all the City ‐ especially
Sunnyside for example, take lot concept and extend to
all areas to preserve community character. We should
get out ahead of this for the areas that have not been a
focus so far ‐ like other side of 4th street too.
Blocks/Alleys
May also need to adjust the EDSS for alleys
Blocks/Alleys
Concept Plan 2 – Alley for mid‐block crossing will
effectively stop any HOH development, or at least
severely impact it. This approach may work for a larger
piece of property but should not be a requirement for
narrower properties.
Blocks/Alleys

35 Board or Commission

Is there any way to make the commercial businesses
more geared toward higher‐tech vs retail ‐ shared space
and small flexible commercial
Commercial Spaces

36 Board or Commission
37 Board or Commission

Don't want sad vacant places
1st floor commercial can be very useful for artists

Commercial Spaces
Commercial Spaces

38 Board or Commission

What if the space is available and artists do not come?

Commercial Spaces

32 Board or Commission
33 Board or Commission
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41 Workshop notes

Want more 3D modeling of possible outcomes and how
that would look if we developed to the maximum
density. It would be better to see these things up front
and in context.
Add more information and 3D illustrations of the
developments in the concept plan. Greater specificity
about heights, buildings setbacks, distance between
buildings, etc.
Bigger incentives for Landmark overlays and outreach to
private property owners

42 Workshop notes

Do we allow container houses?

43 Workshop notes

historic neighborhood” could have design review

39 Board or Commission

40 Board or Commission

Our stock of historic homes is already dwindling. We
need to do all we can if we want to retain these
precious resources which have not only cultural and
44 Friends of Flagstaffs Future historic value, but economic value as well.

Concept Plan

Concept Plan
Cultural and Historic
Resources
Cultural and Historic
Resources
Cultural and Historic
Resources

Cultural and Historic
Resources

5. When the demolition or removal of a historic
structure cannot be avoided in an HOH development,
encourage the developer to make the building available
for relocation. Amended to say something like this: 5.
When the demolition or removal of a historic structure
cannot be avoided in an HOH development, encourage
the developer to make the building available for
relocation and provide monetary compensation for the
relocation. (Land near Flagstaff's historic districts where
these structures would be located is scarce and pricey.
You have to have land CLOSE by to move a building or
the move becomes exponentially more expensive, also
every home moved is stricken from the historic register,
so while I like that this point is in here, it’s not a very
realistic solution and anyone willing to take it on
deserves some financial help. Core didn’t even bat an
eye when I asked them to give us the money it would
have cost them to tear down the house, but that
Cultural and Historic
Resources
45 Friends of Flagstaffs Future amount was very significant to us)

46 Board or Commission

need to ID differently all "historic" districts, there are
three types here ‐ historic districts(identified nationally) Cultural and Historic
, local overlays, historic neighborhoods
Resources
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47 Individual

City staff should work with residents by providing them
information on what they can do along with their
neighbors to protect their homes. Townsite was able to
protect their neighborhood by working together with
staff to create an overlay. Concerned residents in other
areas don't seem to be aware that there might be
something they can do on a block by block basis to
protect their quality of life. City staff should be a
resource for neighborhoods as they are a resource for
developers by giving them information on how to make Cultural and Historic
voluntary zone changes, overlays or other strategies.
Resources

48 Board or Commission

Need new historic district inventories and reports on
historic context to help know what to preserve in
historic neighborhoods and what elements of the
exisitng environment we want new building to
incorporate. Most of the studies we have are from the
80s and 90s. Historic preservation is more than the loss
of the historic buildings it is about what fills in them
Cultural and Historic
around them.
Resources

49 Board or Commission

Do more to advertise the National Register of Historic
Places and its benefits to residents and the relationship Cultural and Historic
with FEMA rules and exemptions.
Resources

50 Individual

I also agree with preservice historic structures of
significance but think the City takes it too far. I have
seen multiple downtown projects go away because their
cultural resource study identified a structure with
significance when in reality it the floor and roof
structures are rotting and the structure really just needs
to be torn down. There should be a point where it costs
too much to make a structure livable that it can be torn
down. Maybe there can be architectural standards that Cultural and Historic
the new structure looks historic?
Resources

51 Individual
Board or Commission

When the demolition or removal of a historic structure
cannot be avoided in an HOH development, encourage
the developer to make the building available for
relocation.” ‐ Does this mean the developer will offer to
sell the building? Or will the developer be required to
purchase land and move the building? If that’s the case
it could potentially be a project killer to have to
purchase property and pay to move a building.
Cultural and Historic
Resources
What about moving all historic contributing buildings to Cultural and Historic
one smaller area?
Resources
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Individual

Stronger language on adaptive re‐use under Goal 1

Cultural and Historic
Resources

57 Individual

CUPs are usually P&Z approved. We may want this to
be a decision that is approved by the City Council.
What other options besides a CUP would we be able to
consider?
Clarify why you would apply a CUP versus other means
of implementing the community desires into the areas
that are already HOH by right.
Clarify the definitions of CUP with legal. Are they
discretionary?

58 Board or Commission

Maybe there is some other kind of review besides a CUP
that we can consider. Site Plan Review?
CUP

54 Board or Commission
55 Board or Commission

56 Board or Commission

CUP
CUP

CUP
CUP

60 Board or Commission

Talked about the participation of staff and partners in
the process of developing and implementing the plan.
What is the difference between high density and high
occupancy?

61 Individual

I suggest an Executive Summary at the beginning of the
Plan. I feel this would assist in introducing terms and
concepts that could then be interspersed throughout
the document when needed. As Carlton suggested, it is
difficult to write a linear document that might benefit
from the concepts in the goals and policies section of
the Plan when those concepts have not yet been
introduced to the reader. An Executive Summary could
serve the purpose of introducing such concepts first.
General

59 Board or Commission

62 Individual
63 Board or Commission
64 Board or Commission

General
General

My point is to better align the visuals with the text. This
relationship is very important. I believe, and we have
heard, that most members of the public expect the
visuals to be representative of outcomes.
General
Recognize that the existing zoning has been in place for
more than 40 years.
General
Starting to tie density and performance together with
multiple components.
General
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65 Stand Up for Flagstaff

66
67

68

69

What if this report started out instead with a very strong
statement about values, probably much of what you
heard in your conversations. Some of those things, in
addition to sustainability, might include our small town
feeling, historic neighborhoods, mixed, multi‐
generational housing, adaptive reuse whenever
possible, shared community space (not walls) and many
kinds of people unafraid to interact across boundaries,
etc.‐‐all the positives. Some of those things are
mentioned in various places in the report, but if they
were stated up front in a strong statement that really
demonstrated Flagstaff's commitment, it could set a
very different tone, and help people move on to
understand the challenges better.
General

Hostility of anti growth movement in Flagstaff is real
concern
Board or Commission
In accommodating an incoming population we should
Friends of Flagstaffs Future not push out an existing one.
Page 65: Do something different about the # footnote.
It was buried and didn't carry throughout the chapter
well
Individual
Flagstaff needs a balanced and progressive Plan that
provides mechanisms that continue to develop the
infrastructure needed to maintain and increase the
quality of life for residents.
Individual

70 Individual

71 Workshop notes
72 Individual

73 Individual

General
General

General

General

There are a few typos and places where the plan gets so
dense that it is hard to visualize or keep a coherent
picture of how everything comes together.
General

How big do we want to be?
Growth
What long‐term benefit are you provided Flagstaff
residents in all of this growth?
Growth
How long do you realistically think Flagstaff can sustain
this growth of transient residents, while permanent
residents (not out‐of‐state home‐owners) are leaving?
Some due to lack of viable income, and others due to
over‐crowding.
Growth
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74 Individual
75 Workshop notes

76 Board or Commission

to how what you're doing is affecting the permanent
residents who support the foundation of this city; and
who will hopefully choose to stay here and do so long
after these college students graduate and leave.
Growth
Accountability of land lords
Housing
housing part ‐ how do we get more flexible in the future
with especially by the bed when the education model
changes
Housing

78 Board or Commission

Is there a way to mix the kind of people who live within
a building? Can we incentivize a community feel to the
interior of these buildings?
Housing
Encourage high density projects that are
multigenerational housing are more sustainable and
more in line with community values.
Housing

79 Individual

I have been told that we have to refer to this type of
housing as HOH housing rather than student housing
because to oppose it on the basis of it being for students
would be discriminatory. This is one of the more
irritating aspects of the rise of off campus student
dormitories and our ability to exert any control over
them.
Housing discrimination

80 Individual

In the Daily Sun 9/26/17 Core Spaces, the developer of
the Hub, announced upon completion of construction
that they will be selling this development to American
Campus Communities to manage and lease. They
discuss in the article about possibly in the future
including this property in their “successful on campus
partnership with NAU”. They already manage three
student housing properties on campus. There is
discrimination in these housing developments. Staff’s
failure to acknowledge this is allowing discrimination
against all of us who are not students.

77 Board or Commission

81 Individual

82 Board or Commission

Housing discrimination

I would like to see some flow charts and points of action
listed that will allow effective, ongoing communication
by the community to help support future education and
development of the plan (education for goals 1‐9 and
development of goal 10)
Implementation strategies
Recommendation page 81: Strategy #2 to remove
density as a sustainability incentive. ‐ consider that the
no maximum density for mixed use development has
made the incentives less effective rather than
affordability and sustainability competing with each
other.
Incentives
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83 Board or Commission

Does not like the strategy to remove density bonus for
sustainability. Developers have niches and they won't
build affordable housing if their niche is green building. Incentives

84 Board or Commission

Raise the bar on sustainability and set the policy so that
it keeps up with the efficiency technology for buildings. Incentives

85 Individual

There are many areas with the infrastructure to support
HOH development, and the newer areas have newer
infrastructure which would not need upgrading, as we
are seeing in historic Flagstaff. It is obvious why the City
is doing these projects when I read this plan: the intent
is to redevelop north of Butler. It is almost as though
the City is doing all this to benefit NAU/developers.
Infrastructure

89 Workshop notes

One item of worry is that I do not feel like I understand
the potential loopholes (existing property rights,
legislation, the potential to simply build below the 30
units per acre threshold), which would make this plan a
"nice idea" but not a functional tool. I know there are
pieces of this, but it may need more attention in the
final draft.
State property rights – look at changing some laws
(agree with #10)
Really wants to see HOH and roadway improvements on
Milton and Lone Tree corridor
Wants to see predictability for where and how HOH is
developed

90
91
92
93

Crossing Milton ‐ Put more on E side of Milton instead
Should stay close to NAU
Limit AC on west side
HOH should be spread out

86 Individual
87 Workshop notes
88 Workshop notes

Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes

94 Individual

95 Board or Commission

96 Board or Commission
97 Board or Commission

In the Introduction section to this DRAFT, buildings
achieving 30 units per acre are often mid –rise buildings
that are approximately four to six stories tall within a
suburban environment that mandates on‐site surface
parking, landscape setbacks, and maximum building
coverage areas, I do NOT believe this is appropriate in
the Downtown and surrounding historic
neighborhoods.
Did the community discuss buffering NAU and
discussing that there would be more intense use of
HOH?
Did we look at the condition of the parcels that are
zoned currently for HOH and teir likelihood to be
redeveloped?
Can we idenity parcels that are likely to be developed as
HOH? Focus on the large scale.
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98 Board or Commission

Activity Centers overlap and need to see major roads on
the blue map and a list of the activity centers. Show
future roads. Show future lone tree corridor.
Map

104 Board or Commission

The map showing where HOH is proposed or approved
should be in the background section of the plan. Provide
height footprint, units acres, bedrooms, along with map
and duac. Maybe photos or renderings.
The map on pg 60 is hard to read, and the closeup on pg
70 doesn't show the north side. Maybe add a page after
60 that shows a closeup of the whole downtown area
would be helpful.
Make Map on page 17 clearer and larger
Have NAU help pay for Milton crossings
Double check the enrollment statistics with the
Presidents office at NAU.
The NAU goal should be broader than nuisance issues.
We need to work together to figure out how to care for
our City.

105 Individual

growth for growth's sake, it seems to me, is detracting
from our city's esthetics and I for one don't think that
NAU necessarily needs to keep expanding.

106 Individual

We need to stop letting NAU dictate how our town is
run. If they want to keep increasing enrollment of
California students that is their problem not Flagstaff's. NAU

99 Board or Commission

100 Stand Up for Flagstaff
101 Board or Commission
102 Workshop notes
103 Board or Commission

107 Individual

108 Individual

Map

Map
Map
NAU
NAU

NAU

NAU

We as a community have to get NAU to sit down at the
table with our city council, our city manager and our
planning department to work together to plan for their
growth. We plan for our growth as a city and NAU
should be a responsible partner and join us in planning
what is best for the whole community and not just what
is best for NAU.
NAU
I'd like to see a recommended plan of action in this
report to establish the link with NAU to coordinate
growth and to create a plan for them to start to pay
their fair share for infrastructure improvements that will
primarily benefit them.
NAU

110 Individual

The result is NAU is expanding into our neighborhoods
without having to spend a penny on acquiring property
and using up our limited urban lands for their use only. NAU
This is the kind of overlay we need. And we need to
coordinate it with NAU and place some of it on their
vacant lands.
NAU

111 Board or Commission

In ‐person university growth in enrollment seems
unrealistics because of advances in technology.

109 Individual
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Goal 7: NAU‐City Coordination ‐ Master IGA is a great
idea. NAU has huge impacts on stormwater and
utilities. Private developers are required to pay for
Water and Sewer Impact Analyses (WSIA) for large
projects. NAU should also be required to pay for the
same WSIA as well as pay for any upgrades to the City’s
infrastructure. It should NOT be put on private
developers and/or the City to pay for the upgrades.
NAU

112 Individual

116 Board or Commission

Property owners desire to keep existing character or
maximize property rights
R1N north of downtown (and west) neighborhood
character
Artists program in Kentucky that used artists to
adaptively reuse space.
How would we protect what people in Flagstaff want
Downtown to be?

117 Individual

How about considering how all of your HOH projects are
impacting the residents of the neighborhoods you're
building around? Such as creating high traffic areas
during most hours throughout the day, trading open
spaces for brick and mortar resulting in over‐crowding,
tearing down supposedly protected historical homes
belonging to long time residents to house transient NAU
students, and violating long held city ordinances that
restrict the size of buildings? Has anyone given these
issues any thought?
Neighborhood preservation

113 Workshop notes
114 Workshop notes
115 Board or Commission

118 Individual
119 Individual

120 Individual

121 Stand Up for Flagstaff

Neighborhood preservation
Neighborhood preservation
Neighborhood preservation
Neighborhood preservation

I read about the latest planning trend to densify the
center of communities and to do this will not have a
positive outcome for Flagstaff. It would be nice if our
City staff worked to preserve the place we love and put
modern development in a modern part of town: New
Town and Old Town. How about embracing ideas that
fit Flagstaff?
Neighborhood preservation
Neither the hub nor the Marriott fits in the
neighborhood they are moving into.
Neighborhood preservation
We must maintain our small town local feel now or it
will soon be gone forever. Promote local businesses not
chains and big business. If it costs a few dollars more or
we will make a few less dollars to give contracts to
locals, so be it, keep it local.
Neighborhood preservation
People know that when that community character is not
valued in policies and codes, and importantly in the
interpretation of those codes, that developers in turn
only see profit based on size rather than history and
character.
Neighborhood preservation
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122 Stand Up for Flagstaff

We hear many of our supporters describe their
perception that this HOH effort will not prevent big
projects in the central Flagstaff area, including the
historic and mostly residential neighborhoods. There is
concern that development standards encourage the
replacement of smaller, lower density existing
residential with bigger buildings with super‐high
densities, and more commercial....they don't seem to
address the perceived inevitability of replacing the
current, and much valued, neighborhoods. The plan
might help make those replacement buildings
somewhat better, but isn't perceived to address the risk
to existing neighborhoods.
Neighborhood preservation

123 Stand Up for Flagstaff

Many people firmly believe that the prevailing city hall
attitude is that neighborhoods "need" to be replaced
with "better" development. This perception could be
why you have fewer comments than you'd hoped for.

Neighborhood preservation

126 Individual

it isn't high density that worries people as much a new
landscape of big buildings. Existing neighborhoods are
already a mix of densities, including high density.
Neighborhood preservation
Page 69, Policy #4: "interact with surrounding
neighborhoods" language needs to be clearer. It seems
like these words could be a future source of
controversy. It is too open to interpretation
Neighborhood preservation
My concerns are maintaining the character of our
historic downtown and southside and our
neighborhoods. My house is in the old townsite and I
can see the Guadalupe Church steeple from my kitchen
window. Soon it will be eclipsed by the HUB. I can
remember when there was no Barnes and Noble and my
view to the south was clear to the north campus of
NAU.
Neighborhood preservation

127
128
129
130

I don't expect you to answer any of this but please take
a look at the attached photo. My Grandmother
immigrated from Rapallo Italy in the 1920's. It was a
beautiful sea‐side town on the Italian Riviera. As a
planner you can see the damage done by developments
in the 1960's that overshadow the historic structures. I
hope Flagstaff can put the brakes on the large buildings
that don't belong.
Enhance transit use with secure bicycle parking
Accommodate all vehicles on‐site
Long‐term parking on NAU

124 Stand Up for Flagstaff

125 Board or Commission

Individual
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes

131 Workshop notes

Neighborhood preservation
Parking
Parking
Parking

Parking reductions with access to transit and transit
frequency. Plus ensures that reductions are not onerous Parking
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132 Board or Commission

133 Individual

134 Board or Commission

135 Individual
136 Board or Commission
Board or Commission

139
140
141
142
143

Board or Commission
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes

144 Board or Commission

145 Board or Commission
146 Board or Commission

147 Board or Commission

148 Board or Commission

Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Board or Commission

Bicycle parking space in the public realm will be an
issues that also needs to be addressed in activity
centers. More cyclists will also mean more need for
short term parking for businesses.
We now also have to deal with the streets in our
neighborhoods becoming parking lots due to the influx
of students, late night and loud parties, people driving
at speeds that excessively exceed the posted speed
limits, riding skateboards up and down the middle of the
already congested streets.
For off‐site parking to work, the accessibility and snow
removal would have to be excellent. 1/2 mile for
paratransit/mountain lift services needs to be
considered.
the assumption that studenta won't have cars is
rediculous and unrealistic. The hub and the Marriott
should have been forced to create parking for 100
percent of their capacity not 20 percent….Both will
create parking and traffic problems which we already
have enough of.
Want to see parking reductions be clearer and applied
to make housing more expensive.
Uber, Lyft waiting area to reduce parking
Generally overparking ant that is expensive and makes
housing more expensive
Tie pocket parks to neighborhood history
Emphasize green and shade in small parks
Parks ‐ Mindful of neighborhoods
Link pocket parks with ped/bike access
Allow smaller civic space/park
How are we dealing witht eh requirement for civic
space?
Like the small parks ideas, especially thinking in
southside ‐ maybe even specify how small we are
thinking ‐ like 100' by 100'
Does not like the use of the term "open space" in the
Zoning Code.
Flagstaff needs a parks and recreation impact fee to
help fund new parks and their operation and
maintenance
Goal 4 page 77 #3: This is a good idea but needs to be
explored more in the context of suburban v. urban. Can
it be scale‐able?
Have development pay into parks and then have keep
paying into them by sponsering garden plots or
something
Are there other requirements for pocket parks separate
from size
Why recommend having these pocket parks managed
via City?
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Parks/Civic Space
Parks/Civic Space
Parks/Civic Space
Parks/Civic Space

Parks/Civic Space
Parks/Civic Space

Parks/Civic Space

Parks/Civic Space

Parks/Civic Space
Parks/Civic Space
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Board or Commission

Parks should still be 2 acre minimum and should be
greenspace ‐ it is just private sector pushing
maintanence onto parks budget ‐ Parks and Rec
department can still program on private property
Parks/Civic Space
Is this policy happening before the details are all ironed
out?
Parks/Civic Space

Board or Commission
Board or Commission

Keep 2 acre minimum for public because commercial
has buit‐in reason to keep that space good ‐ keep the
costs on the developer, not the public.
How to fund additional parks?

Parks/Civic Space
Parks/Civic Space

Board or Commission

Getting infill parks is the Park Commission's priority

Parks/Civic Space

Board or Commission

158 Stand Up for Flagstaff

Parks Commission 10‐18‐17: 2 votes to continue
discussion on HOH and parks, 4 votes don't want to
discuss possible changes to current system any further
(don't want any public dedications smaller than 2 acres
and don't want to discuss how to accomplish more,
smaller, parks via in‐leiu fees or some other way in
connection to HOH)
Parks/Civic Space
Comparing Flagstaff to other Arizona state university
towns isn't relevant and can't help but come across as
another argument for Flagstaff to be a different place
than it is.
Peer cities

159 Stand Up for Flagstaff

We understand from talking to you and your colleagues
what the challenges are regarding underlying zoning,
prop 207, and so on. This report can't make those
problems go away. But it would be a breath of fresh air
if community members could know the city truly shared
their values and concerns and were willing to state so in
definite terms.
Prop 207

160 Individual

While I commend staff for trying to respond to the
resident’s complaints about the rise of student housing
off campus, I think this document unnecessarily limits
the scope of what we can do. It's my understanding that
even these limited recommendations about building size
may cause Prop 207 to be used against these proposals.
If that's the case we shouldn't limit the suggestions for
dealing with this problem since we may face lawsuits
anyway.
Prop 207

Board or Commission
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161 Individual

162 Board or Commission
163 Board or Commission

164 Board or Commission

165 Board or Commission

PAPD or Public Art in Private Development ‐ I will leave
an attachment that has Zoning Code/Ordinance/
Resolutions for other cities that are currently using this
concept to inject community character and a sense of
place into private development (in this case HOH) with a
1% private contribution model. Please give this a look
and see if there is a way to weave this into you HOH
plan (provided a resource guide published by the law
office of Sarah Conley Odenkirk)
Public Art/Beautification
is there a trade off toward taking away viewsheds and
could that be replaced by adding murals etc.
How do we encourage development of public art by
private developers

Public Art/Beautification
Public Art/Beautification

Finding spaces to activate ‐like pop‐ups ‐ lease people
empty space that has been empty for short periods
Have things set‐up and just pay a use‐fee
Performance space too ‐ groups, theater, choral, small
ensembles, not just bands ‐ a lot of the current venues
(churches etc) are much bigger than they need to be.
White cube that can be activated for whatever.
Public Art/Beautification
Could we collect a percentage to fund the programming
of art activities in public spaces to support artists of
various types?
Public Art/Beautification

170 Board or Commission

Need more mobility and appropriate location for art
fairs to help support artists throughout the community.
More coordination between the NAU art community
and the wider community.
1% for public art is important to move forward
Call the Flagstaff's Artists Coalition and ask about their
needs. The Mall works well from them because
Downtown was too expensive.
What if there was a non‐profit intermediary between
developers and artists?

171 Board or Commission

Leary of people who want to manage artists but are not
artists. The costs are prohibitive to open space for
artists in new development, because of the cost of
square footage. Also lots of restrictions that keep artists
from having appropriate space. Such as the height of
ADUs int he Townsite neighborhood
Public Art/Beautification

172 Workshop notes

Preserve trees between the building and the road

166 Board or Commission
167 Board or Commission
168 Board or Commission

169 Board or Commission
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173
174
175
176
177

Individual
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes
Workshop notes

178 Workshop notes

179 Individual

180 Individual

181 Board or Commission

182 Board or Commission

Why should our community agree to fund the flood
improvements along the Rio de Flag if people feel that it
will only lead to more development for the needs of
NAU (not to mention the benefits of flood control for
campus)?
More control with zoning changes and CUPs
Infill but limit height and excessive traffic
Limit lot combinations
CUP ‐ yes for plus 50 units per acre
Is there a method to require new construction to be
same height range as neighborhood? Townsite overlay:
Townsite gave up height but retained value during
recession

Size/Density

the explanation on page 2, goes on to explain that
several of the existing historic buildings in downtown
Flagstaff, such as the Weatherford Hotel, the Hotel
Monte Vista, and even the Switzer building, which
contains the Artists Gallery and Flag Terroir, could
accommodate densities of at least 30 residential units
per acre above a commercial ground floor. Also, please
provide the simple explanation and calculation of how
this would be acheived.
Size/Density
The visuals used in the Plan send a message. For
example, the image on Page 1 of the DRAFT plan
suggests that all HOH would be of this size and scale and
that is NOT the case.
Size/Density
Maybe 30 duac instad of 50 duac for the CUP boundary.
Even Fremont Station is somewhat controversial.
Size/Density
If this was in place before the Hub how would the goals
and policies of this document work together to make
that project different? (Assume that all the
implementation strategies have been done and the
ordinances needed for changes to City Code are
complete.)
Size/Density

184 Board or Commission

There is a note that restricting height has not been a
strategy used by peer cities in addressing HOH.
Sensitbility to height is very different in Flagstaff. The
mass and the height are concerning to people.
Why doesn't this plan propose a reduction in building
height because of people's strong reaction to building
height.

185 Individual

I'm becoming more and more frustrated as I see these
skyrise buildings going up. And then reading in the
paper that we can expect 6 more of them!

183 Board or Commission

Rio de Flag
Size/Density
Size/Density
Size/Density
Size/Density
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190 Stand Up for Flagstaff

On p. 1 Figure 1 says, "Downtown building that would
be HOH density if the upper floors were occupied by
residential units." I have spoken with Dan Folke and
Brian Kulina about this type of photo/caption. It
misrepresents the topic. That is not HOH. It is a two
story historic multi‐use building with two maybe, but
unlikely, four apartments. To call it HOH is to muddy
the waters and misrepresent what you're presenting to
the public. This is exactly they type of information that
misrepresented what was in the Regional Plan and new
Zoning Code. People look at the photos and think, "Oh,
that is what the City is talking about, I can accept that
style of development."
There is no reason to have a "small" or "medium" HOH.
Those are apartments. HOH means bigger than
surrounding buildings, more dense, and probably rent‐
by‐the‐room (where a family would never live‐‐see
below).
I personally think the argument for density in the report
is overstated.
We already discussed a visual showing medium density,
high density and super high density, including images
that don't portray outliers like Fratelli's or the Fronske
building.
Pg 71, #6, I'd say that definitely both large size and
super high density should trigger a CUP!

191 Individual

My concern is that developers will want to go higher
than 60’. I would like to see a limit of 60’ on the high
occupancy buildings. 60’ is enormous next to a one or
two story residence or business. I would like to see the
possibility of a Conditional Use Permit for more height
eliminated.
Size/Density

192 Individual

I observed many meetings of the regional plan and
zoning code discussions and while we were preparing
for a future of more density to prevent sprawl nobody
mentioned that this density was going to pretty quickly
be large 600 plus student dormitories with parking
garages in our historic neighborhoods.
Size/Density

186 Individual

187 Individual
188 Stand Up for Flagstaff

189 Stand Up for Flagstaff

193 Individual
194 Board or Commission

Size/Density

Size/Density
Size/Density

Size/Density
Size/Density

While I support the reductions in bulk size
recommended in this report it will not help the
neighbors and historic buildings threatened by the rush
to create more student housing in South side, and I'm
afraid eventually the North side of downtown.
Size/Density
Page 71, Implementation Strategy #6: Explain the
criteria in this strategy
Size/Density
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195 Individual
196 Board or Commission

I do not oppose change but I have to wonder if our city
continues to approve these buildings that are larger,
taller,and incompatible with neighborhoods where they
are being built, what we will end up looking like in the
future.
Size/Density
Are you considering adjusting the maximum building
height?
Size/Density

202 Board or Commission

There is currently no maximum lot size. Would limiting
maximum lot size be considered a Prop 207?
don't use Prop 207 as absolute, still lots of concerns
around height.
pictures of what various density thresholds look like, 29
un/ac, 50, 70
don't like commercial block building type in T4
St. Mary's school would be a great adaptive reuse
opportunity but the price is $4‐6 million and so
unaffordable location
It's all about money ‐ help them write grants. Maybe
make more money available for grants.

203 Individual

the impact replacing historic Flag will have on tourism. I
can't imagine people will come to historic downtown
Flagstaff, or what is left of the neighborhoods that
supported downtown, when the character is lost and
the shops cater to students and are the same as they
find in any other city. HOH will discourage individuals
from investing and making their homes in the historic
neighborhoods.
Socioeconomic impacts

197 Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Stand Up for Flagstaff
Stand Up for Flagstaff

201 Board or Commission

204 Board or Commission
205 Board or Commission

Size/Density
Size/Density
Size/Density
Size/Density

Socioeconomic impacts
Socioeconomic impacts

Are we sure we are going to grow? Where is rest of
growth coming from, besides NAU? Don't see new other
jobs coming. I am not close to a bus stop.
Socioeconomic impacts
housing affordability is hurting our ability to recruit and
retain a highly qualified worksforce.
Socioeconomic impacts
Have we looked at the financial impact of these policies
on future development? That would be hard to nail
down because it could vary by site. Some provisions are
beneficial to development financially and others cost a
little more. It would be difficult to determine a net

206 Board or Commission

Individual
208 Board or Commission

Could a consultant help us answer this question?
It is possible but there is not budget get for a consultant
at this stage of the project.
Socioeconomic impacts
build‐in a fee to increase bulky trash pick‐up frequency
in large HOH, this will help it "feel easier" to live next to
HOH
Socioeconomic impacts
Stormwater page 78: Rio de flag is important, and
interesting to explore LID options
Stormwater
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209 Board or Commission

City of Flagstaff rule for valuation and improvemetns in
the floodplain is more conservative than FEMA 50%
rule. The additional depreciation requirement is also
hindering adaptive reuse and leading to the destruction
of historic restoration in buildings in historic
neighborhoods and this encourages teardowns.
Stormwater

Goal 5: Stormwater ‐ I think there should be a greater
emphasis on regional detention/LID facilities rather than
solving it on a site by site basis. Maybe developers can
pay cash in lieu instead of constructing onsite
LID/detention, then once enough money is saved it can
be combined with COF money for new parks or opens
pace. Most dense infill development is already
impervious, so if a new development temporarily has
not detention/LID does not impact flooding any more
than the site did prior to the new development.
Stormwater

210 Individual

Families who work downtown also deserve the ability to
live downtown and most do not want to live with
students (student and family life are not compatible). I
know you are arguing “HOH” not student housing, but if
we’re honest and realistic, that is what we will primarily
Student Housing
211 Friends of Flagstaffs Future see.

212 Individual

Even the developers of these types of projects admit
they are for students, why won't our City? They are not
going to rent to families because the projects are not
intended for family occupancy. They are for students
and parents who are willing or have to overpay to house
their children.
Student Housing

213 Stand Up for Flagstaff

Pg 80 is maybe another opportunity to talk about
values, how projects that allow students to fit in but not
take over better reflect Flagstaff values. Flagstaff
continues students education by incorporating them
into their neighborhoods and communities, something
that can't happen in private off‐campus dorms.
Student Housing

214 Individual

One suggestion I've repeatedly asked for is to create an
overlay in town as to where this student type housing
would be acceptable, even at the size recommended in
this report. This is the only way the community can have
predictability rather than insecurity and the concern
that your neighborhood or block is next. I am making
the distinction here between what I’ve described as off
campus student housing like the HUB or the Standard. Student Housing
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215 Board or Commission

216 Board or Commission
217 Workshop notes
218 Workshop notes

219 Workshop notes

Does breaking up larger buildings increase their heat
loss and lower their energy efficiencies?
Energy code ‐ is it common to have different energy
codes for different types of housing? Tiny homes for
instance usually have to also meet those standards
which can make them more difficult to build. The goal is
to update the Citywide energy code. Could it be a legal
issue to have higher standards for larger buildings.
Carpool incentives ‐ prime spots or discoutns should be
included as a TDM strategy
Lowering speeds and narrowing lanes to benefit walking
and biking
TDM needs real teeth and consequences to be
connected with TIA. Tie to performance after
occupancy.

Sustainability

Sustainability
Transportation
Transportation

Transportation

223 Workshop notes

TDM should be mandatory at a certain size and scale
Consistency in transit stop infrastructure
covered transit stops
Parkways are important, they make it prettier
(landscape setbacks)

224 Workshop notes
225 Workshop notes

Trees and vegetation – newer bank buildings in
woodlands village are good suburban design examples
Roadways can’t handle current traffic

Transportation
Transportation

226 Board or Commission
227 Board or Commission

Apartments in activity centers should not be gated on
the exterior. Same for large communities. Building can
be secure but pedestrian ways should be public.
What about weekend traffic?

Transportation
Transportation

228 Board or Commission

New Lone Tree needs to be part of the transportation
tax commission discussion as well.

Transportation

229 Board or Commission

How can we make sure that in addition to the incentives
like an ecopass, can we also ensure there is physical
access to transit, biking, and walking to make these
transportation choices easier for residents?
Transportation

230 Individual

they are mostly being built in areas where traffic is
already a problem. As I said in my post, the over‐
crowding and all of the other issues mentioned are real
issues. I think it's unreasonable (not to mention,
inconsiderate) to ask the long‐term/permanent
residents to be okay with these things.
Transportation

220 Workshop notes
221 Workshop notes
222 Workshop notes
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231 Individual
232 Board or Commission

So many people have told me they are too afraid to ride
on Flagstaff's streets. I have ridden these roads since
1981 and they are more crowded (proportionally many
more vehicles than bikes), people are more distracted
and they drive faster than ever. Flagstaff's streets are
not safe for bicycles. Also, every body has a right to a
vehicle. I don't drive (unless in a cast and on crutches)
but I will not say other people may not or should not. If
someone can get a driver's license, they have a right to
drive. Also, it is very difficult for people to ride or even
use a bus system when they have children's lives to
manage, a job, and make multi‐purpose trips.
Transportation
Making the multimodal seamless is important
Transportation

233 Board or Commission

How does retrofitting exisitng buildings and areas work
with existing streets and transportation systems?
Transportation

234 Board or Commission

NAIPTA is currently engaged in a Strategic Work Plan
Objective to, “Establish a formal process for developer
‘buy in’ to transit system improvements required or
proposed to serve new developments.” Other efforts
include:
• the 5‐Year Plan goal of increasing productivity set
forth by NAIPTA’s Board of Directors at the May 2017
meeting
• the 1st Mile – Last Mile project, focused on expanding
current Travel Demand Management (TDM) efforts with
which NAITPA is engaged
• the Transit Standards and Guidelines, identified in the
NAIPTA 2017 Strategic Work Plan and recently funded
through an ADOT transit planning grant.
Transportation

235 Board or Commission

Recognize that an improved Transportation Impact
Analysis (TIA) policy requires collaboration from City
partners including NAIPTA, FMPO, NAU and ADOT.

Transportation

237 Board or Commission

Recommend the City adopt NAIPTA’s transit standards
related to transit infrastructure, particularly for new
development. NAIPTA begins a Transit Standards and
Guidelines project in October 2017 in partnership with
member agencies, including the City of Flagstaff
Support a transit oriented development (TOD) policy.
TOD increases the affordability of an area by reducing
transportation costs, the second leading cost to a
household

238 Board or Commission

When coordinated thoughtfully, HOH and Mountain
Line could increase affordability, reduce environmental
impacts, and improve mobility throughout Flagstaff.
Transportation

236 Board or Commission
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239 Board or Commission

240 Board or Commission
241 Board or Commission

NAIPTA requests that the HOH Plan include specific
considerations for transit.

Transportation

HOH developments typically have a high level of density
which means they are a great candidate for transit
service. Transit provides an opportunity for quality
transportation to HOH developments without widening
roads or building more roads, using Flagstaff’s current
footprint more efficiently.
Transportation
Car share is important to getting the mode shift
suggested.
Transportation
Goal 3: The creation and operation of HOH development
supports increasing the mode share of pedestrian,
bicycle, and transit travel. ‐ I agree with encouraging
ride sharing and bicycle use but how will this be
enforced? If a development gets approved and
constructed, how does the City know if they continue to
use ride sharing?
Transportation

242 Individual

243 Board or Commission
244 Board or Commission

Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Board or Commission

Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Board or Commission
Board or Commission

255 Board or Commission

TDM for specific developments and parking reduction ‐
concern that a piecemeal aproach versus an integrated
system would be less effective or lead to pockets of
transportation improvements that are not connected
Transportation
Overall the commission viewed the proposals and
comprehensive and positive.
Transportation
How will the increased intensities at activity centers,
these retrofits, work with the overall street network

Transportation

likes the multi‐modal efforts throughtout the plan
Transportation
Could City maintain and Plow sidewalks in order to keep
these as viable multi‐modal options?
Transportation
Keep walkable in winter, more effort on removing snow
berms ‐ could connect to a fee for removal to HOH ‐
could be a TDM management component
Yes, wide sidewalk standards
Make bike lanes more comfortable too
what is a baseline transportation cost, for non‐peer
cities, an average city like Minneapolis?
connect master bike lane plan to bike LOS in new
development
What about a car free downtown?
Have car share include SUVs, something that people can
use outside of town
Page 14: Smart Growth America findings add
relationship to the street, step backs on higher floors,
distance of the façade before there is deviation.
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256 Board or Commission

Concern about building out to the sidewalk because that
hurts room for art.
Urban patterns

The infrastructure you are proposing would work if
planning a city from scratch, but that is not what’s
happening here. Flagstaff has been growing organically
for over a hundred years, we need to look at those
patterns and assume they came about because they
Urban patterns
257 Friends of Flagstaffs Future made sense for the population.
I would like to see this goal: "Promote HOH buildings
that connect and enhance urban patterns” to "Promote
HOH buildings that connect and enhance urban patterns
Urban patterns
258 Friends of Flagstaffs Future and protect cultural resources.”

259 Stand Up for Flagstaff

Pg 66: would be great if the goal somehow expressed
how more, smaller high density projects rather than
few, large ones‐‐and multi generational housing in
general‐‐represent Flagstaff values. I'd love to see
values hammered home.

Urban patterns

260 Individual
261 Workshop notes

good idea to shorten the building lengths and create
alleys and walkways to break up large buildings.
Viewsheds? – Milton and Buffalo Park

Urban patterns
Viewsheds

262 Board or Commission
263 Board or Commission

how do we decide how the view is taken in? ‐‐look at
the "platform" or corridor that its important. ‐‐protect
from a public space in which we have a high value ‐ we
don't manage from every private parcel. ‐ these
locations have not been decided yet.
If City is not looking at viewsheds now ‐ they setting up
for failure.

Viewsheds
Viewsheds

Goal 6: Waste and energy efficiency ‐ Who checks to see
if HOH management educates their tenants on waste
management infrastructure? I agree with the idea of
extending the life of the landfill, but requiring
developments to divert at least 50% of their demolition
material could have negative impacts – i.e. increased
construction costs resulting in higher housing costs.
Waste

264 Individual

265 Individual
266 Individual
267
268
269
270
271
272

Not to mention the strain that all of this development
will eventually have on our non‐renewable resources
(such as water).
Claiming that HOH uses less water is ridiculous.
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